
 

Little Ducks Childcare  
 

January/February 2020 

Welcome to another year at Little Ducks Childcare Wilston. We 

are excited to continue our commitment to providing exceeding 

education and care to the families in Wilston, Windsor, Grange 

and surrounding community in 2020.   

 

We continue to remain committed to providing an exceeding 

level of care and education at Little Ducks Wilston by creating a 

strong professional culture within our team. We are very proud to 

boast that more than 60% of our educators have completed a 

Diploma level of education and higher. This year we                 

congradulate Nabia on reaching her 5 year anniversary          

milestone and also excitedly anticipate Miss Sawsan’s 10 year  

anniversary at the end of 2020. As testament to the knowledge, professionalism and 

dedication of our educators in 2019 our educators were the proud recipients of $2500 

in prize money from the Little Ducks company incentive program. An educator from 

our team won 5 out of the 10 available prizes for outstanding documentation related 

to children’s learning from within our company.. I couldn’t be more proud of the 

team we have created here at Wilston and am looking forward to another amazing 

year of learning together.  

 

Throughout the year we will also host networking nights in order to share our            

curriculum plans with you the families. Our educators volunteer their time to come 

and run these events in order to share their knowledge about your child’s progress 

and build a stronger relationship with you. These nights are a great opportunity to 

spend some “adult only” time with the educators away from the distractions of       

supervising the children.  Please check Storypark regularly to invitations to these 

events. Dates can be found in the centre events calendar on display in the foyer.  

 

Rebecca Armstrong - Centre Manager 

Educational Excellence through the Power of Play Based Learning 

Purposeful, Playful, Positive 

 

169 Newmarket Road 
Wilston  QLD  4051 
Phone (07) 3356 8100 
Fax  (07) 3356 8400 

 

 

 
 

wilston@littleducks.com.au 

A note from your Centre Manager 



Upcoming Events! 

 

January February 
 

Wednesday 1st  - New Year's Day 

PUBLIC HOLIDAY 

 

 

Thursday 2nd  – First day at Little Ducks 

for 2020 

Welcome back everyone! 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Monday 27th - Australia Day  

PUBLIC HOLIDAY 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Thursday 6th – Waitangi Day 

A New Zealand holiday that       

commemorates the signing of the 

Treaty of Waitangi (Tiriti o Waitangi). 

Our classes use this occasion to    

develop our own treaties for the year 

setting expectations of how we will 

work with each other.  

 

 

Wednesday 12th – Welcome         

Networking Night and Kindergarten 

Program Curriculum Evening. 

Come along for our wine and 

cheese networking night to meet 

your new room teachers and learn 

about the programs for 2020 from 

5:30pm. Kindergarten Program     

Curriculum evening to follow at 

6:30pm.  

 

 

Monday 27th – Chinese New Years 

Celebrate the Year of the Rat with us 

by learning about Chinese culture.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Policy Reviews  

Supporting Separation  
Separation anxiety 

Separation anxiety is normal during early childhood. It usually starts at about six to eight months 

of age and lasts until about two and a half to four years of age. Sometimes it can last longer if 

the child has had any painful separations in the early years. Separation anxiety reflects the 

child’s attempts to hold on to what is safe in a very scary world, and it will settle down as the 

child grows older and more confident. For more information on separation anxiety, including 

strategies to support young children through this normal stage of child development click 

here to view information from the Women’s and Children’s Health Network. 

 

Settling into new environments 
Attending an early-learning program is an important and exciting stage in a child’s               

development. They will have opportunities to interact with other children and educators, and 

benefit from a stimulating learning environment. Some children embrace this change with an 

enthusiasm that can leave parents feeling confident and comfortable, and perhaps even a 

little left out. Other children may feel afraid, upset or anxious. It may be the first time they have 

been in the care of adults who are not part of their family, or the environment could be noisy 

and crowded compared to being at home, making it all feel a bit too much. It is actually quite 

common for children to show some signs of discomfort when they first start in a new program. 

From about six months old, most children begin to show distress when they are away from their 

parents or carers, as they don’t yet have a separate sense of self, so can feel a part of them is 

missing. While this can be worrying for parents and carers, it is normal for children to find the 

transition to childcare upsetting and it is important to remember the distress is often short-lived. 

For suggestions about you can do to help your child settle into the new environment you can 

use the following link http://www.webchild.com.au/read/how-to/how-to-deal-with-separation-

anxiety-at-childcare  

 

Easing separation anxiety 
It can be difficult to know what is normal, and what’s not for young children and separation 

anxiety. In early  childhood, crying, tantrums, or clinginess are healthy reactions to separation, 

but anxiety can greatly vary from child to child. 

Information for parents and caregivers on managing separation anxiety can be found by using 

this link  

https://www.helpguide.org/  

We value your input and feedback …..  

 

The  policies/procedures in review  are: 

Dress Code Policy  

Centre Presentation Policy 

Death of a Child Policy  

Physical Environment (workplace safety, learning 

and administration) Policy 

Privacy and Confidentiality Policy  

Smoking, Alcohol and Drugs Policy 

Staffing and Supervision Policy 

Transitioning Children Between Environments  

 

Ways that you can provide feedback are:  

Our policies are available to read in the foyer and you can give feedback in 2 ways, 

by email or anonymously via the suggestion box. 
 

http://www.cyh.com/HealthTopics/HealthTopicDetails.aspx?p=114&np=141&id=1848
http://www.webchild.com.au/read/how-to/how-to-deal-with-separation-anxiety-at-childcare
http://www.webchild.com.au/read/how-to/how-to-deal-with-separation-anxiety-at-childcare
https://www.helpguide.org/
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How can we help children develop resilience? 
There are many ways to help your child develop resilience! The below strategies are evidence based, 
however some may relate better to your situation based on your child’s interests, strengths, and your 
parenting style. If your child already has great communication skills try focusing on a strategy that will 
boost an area they haven’t mastered yet. 

Developing attachment with your child 
Resilience is dependent upon a child having strong, healthy relationships with adults. Therefore,    
focusing on your attachment with your son or daughter will subsequently help support resilience  
Attachment can be reinforced by using active listening skills, be in tune with your child’s needs and 
react consistently, or spend time with your child doing their favourite activities. 

Giving responsibilities 
Household chores can be a fantastic way to promote self-esteem, independence, pride in work,     
confidence in abilities, and a sense of belonging and importance to the family. Rewards for chores 
don’t always have to be money or lollies. Instead try rewards like, choosing the movie for family   
movie night or Sunday night dinner. These types of rewards lead a child to internalise their successes 
rather than relying on external rewards like money to recognise their achievements. 

Develop emotion regulation skills 
Most children can identify happy, sad, frustrated and angry but what they may struggle with is       
recognising WHY they are frustrated, what happens to their body when they are frustrated, and what 
they can do to help themselves. You can help by ‘naming the emotion’  For example saying, “I can see 
you’re angry because you are shouting and your fists are clenched. You’re angry because ……. took 
………..(You can fill in the blanks) Maybe you can tell stop you don’t like it and tell him to stop. ” or “I 
know your homework is stressful today because you’re getting frustrated. Do you want to try having a 
break or would you like some help?”. 
By linking the cause of the emotion with the emotion name and an action, the child learns about their 
emotions, emotional regulation and problem-solving skills. As their understanding develops you may 
notice your child recognises their emotions quicker and creates their own action plan to regulate            
themselves. 

Community involvement 
Community involvement such as sports, dance groups, or other group activities, has been identified as 
supporting resilience development, The old age advice saying if a child struggles academically or 
suffers from bullying, sign them up for sport lessons or other activities that can thrive and achieve in.  
This increases the likelihood of children experiencing success and practicing their resilience skills in 
positive situations. An additional strategy is to encourage your child to tell their teachers and peers 
about their achievements at sport, music and dance concerts, volunteering, or fundraising efforts. 
This allows the student to extend the positive feedback from the positive situation back to their  
struggling situations. 

Mindfulness 
Research suggests that mindfulness not only improves resilience and stress for children, but could 
reduce parent stress. Make it a part of daily living. There are mindfulness apps that can help with this 
too.   

Support your child asking for help 
Children often know they need help but don’t ask in a successful way. For example, a child screaming 
instead of telling a teacher that another student is doing the wrong thing. However, if the child can 
communicate the same situation in words, the teacher is more likely to offer problem solving help. 
The teacher’s response will also help pave the way for the child to know what to do in future conflict 
situations. 

Goal setting 
If the challenge is too huge, encourage your child to develop a plan. Start with goal setting for highly 
motivated tasks, like making a chocolate cake or how to get past a tricky level on their computer 
game, and then transfer the skills learnt to less motivating tasks like practicing for a speech or        



Parents page  

 

confronting a bully. Don’t discourage them from making big goals but do help them identify whether 
their plan is realistic and give them positive feedback for their efforts. If a plan didn’t work, review it 
and figure out what might work better next time. The best plans are SMART (Specific, Measurable, 
Active, Reachable, Timed) 

Modelling our strategies 
Allow your children to see your day-to-day struggles and what you do to overcome them. For         
example, you might let them see you practice what you will say to someone in the car or mirror, deep 
breathing, write a to-do list or action plan, or practice self-care to bounce back from a hard day.  
Modelling normalises that everyone experiences challenges and your child is more likely to feel    
comfortable to use similar strategies. Identify characters in your child’s favourite books, TV shows or 
movies that also model resilience and ask, “how would this character act in the same situation?” 

Developing resilience with technology 
As technology develops and children become more engaged with online learning, it is important to 
encourage strong resilience skills to manage online bullying and self-discipline with how much time 
they spend online. Develop boundaries.  
 

Some helpful resources 
https://beyou.edu.au/ 

http://www.resilienceproject.org/ 

http://smilingmind.com.au/smiling-mind-app/ 

https://www.apa.org/helpcenter/resilience.aspx  
 
 
 
 

https://beyou.edu.au/
http://www.resilienceproject.org/
http://smilingmind.com.au/smiling-mind-app/
https://www.apa.org/helpcenter/resilience.aspx


 

Nursery Natter! 
Welcome to the Nursery in the brand new year of 2020.  

Throughout the year, you will be able to see your children building and maintaining   
a trusting relationship with the educators within the room. This may look like lots of 

cuddles, on the floor, playing and overall letting your children trust us. If you feel 
safe secure and supported so will your child. 

As we move through the children’s milestones I will adjust the program to continue 
to suit and challenge them. You may see things in there to do with the Schemas  

theory, Heuristic play, linking to theorists and the EYLF program.  I’m a big believer 
in offering children of all ages the ability to play with sensory/messy play. Messy or 
sensory play can help your child’s development on a number of levels. This type of 
creative play gives children endless ways to develop and learn. Young children rely 
on sensory input to learn about their environment. Research suggests that sensory 

play helps build neural connections that support thought, learning and creativity 
As the year moves forward the children will be working towards managing their self 
help skills by identifying their water bottle, bed sheets, hat and other objects along 
the way we will support the children by talking and helping to navigate them in a 

positive manner.  
At Little Ducks we enjoy celebrating events with you and your extended family.  

During the year there will be a mothers day morning tea and a father day morning 
tea. In this space we enjoy seeing your child and your family interacting together 
with small experiences around the room. Close to Easter time we watch on as we 

observe chicken/ducks hatching in our Kindy room. We love this as it sparks so 
many conversations and extended learning. For our Indian families and educators 

we have an incursion to celebrate Holi and Diwali with colour and festive music led 
by a lady by the name of Roushni. Other incursions include during NAIDOC week 

and other events throughout the year.  
In the room you will be able to locate a parent folder. In this folder you will find a 

wealth of information. If you can’t find it I will do my best to locate it for you.  As a 
mother to 2 children myself I will do my best to guide you as parents when needed 
and also to offer advice if necessary. I can’t wait to spend the year with your special 

bundles of joy in 2020 
Miss Jess  



 

Senior Nursery News! 
Hello families and welcome to the  first edition of Senior Nursery Times 

for 2020.  

Firstly, we would like to welcome families new to the Little Ducks centre and thank 
you for letting us be part of your child’s learning journey. And of course welcome 
back our families who are already part of our little ducks family. We are excited to 
have you all here this year.  
 

Firstly Myself (miss AJ) and Miss Marcela will be focusing on all the children feeling 
safe, secure and supported in the nursery environment and invite all the parents to 
let us know how your child is best soothed, prefers to go to sleep and any other    
enjoyable activities you would like to be added to the curriculum. You can let the 
senior Nursery educators know this either verbally or via story park.  
 

For those of you who haven’t met myself, My name is Astrid, but you can call me AJ.  
I was the lead educator in the Nursery room for 2019 and I am studying my Diploma 
in early education . I am very excited to be moving up with some of my small friends 
to the senior Nursery and bringing my philosophy to early education with me. I      
believe that from infancy children are involved and interactive learners and should 
be given the opportunities to critically problem solve and discover new concepts 
through interactive play. 
 
A large part of our learning curriculum is exploring schemas in play. We resource 
different materials to investigate and discover concepts such as object permanence, 
volumes and capacities and cause and effect when things are in motion. These       
activities have been great tools in developing our wonderful understanding of the 
world around us. 
 

Miss Marcela who has been an educator in the Senior Nursery for 2019 will be     
staying in the Senior Nursery with us for 2020. This will be great for the children    
remaining in Senior Nursery to continuing having her lovely and familiar face in the 
room. Marcela is from Chile and has just begun studying her Diploma in early         
education. She enjoys singing familiar nursery rhymes in Spanish to the children and   
being expressive through story telling.  
 
Following on from last year’s language and communication learning we will be      
continuing applying the abecedarian approach during group reading time. We find 
this approach is best implemented when we follow on what has sparked noticeable 
interest from the book using different medias such as pictures, posters and songs. 
Again if there is a specific story or nursery rhyme your child enjoys, please feel free 
to either bring it in for us to read, or let us know and we will do our best to source it. 



 

Senior Nursery News! 
We are still exploring Spanish with Miss Marcela and begin the foundations of     
learning and exploring a second language. 
 

As we move onto our physical well-being  Miss AJ will begin working with the        
children doing daily Baby Pilates. We have received such positive feed back form  
parents since embedding infant Pilates into our program and hope to continue to see 
more positive physical growth in your child’s core balance and spatial awareness as 
we explore our bodies further. 
 

Here at Little Ducks we pride ourselves on creating an inclusive and welcoming sense 
of community with activities such as Mother’s day afternoon tea, cheese and wine 
curriculum evenings, and our always enjoyable end of year Christmas carols. We   
encourage all parents and carers to come along to some of these events. 
 
As always it is a privilege and an honour to provide your child with our care and 
knowledge and always value parent input. 
 

Miss Astrid (AJ) and Miss Marcela  



 

Toddler Time! 
Welcome to the Toddlers Room! 
 
Welcome families to 2019. We are so excited to start the year introducing ourselves. Many 
of you will know us already from the senior nursery and Nursery rooms. We are so happy to 
be able to help transition your children into what is a new space for many of you.  
 
Our Lead Educator is Miss Josana, also known as Josie. She holds a 
Diploma in Children’s Services and has 3 years experience working in 
Little Ducks. Miss Josana is from Venezuela and before coming to 
Australia, she worked as a journalist in her country. She chose to 
work in children’s services as she adores young children and loves to 
help them learn and grow into successful citizens, that will contribute 
to all our futures. Children under her care will have the assurance of 
being loved and having a teacher that will make them smile and laugh 
while they are enjoying an educational environment. 
 
Our Assistant Educator is Miss Belmira. She holds a Certificate III in 
Child Care and has 3 years experience working as an early childhood 

educator. She believes that children thrive when they are well cared 
for and nurtured in their early years. She also believes children should 
be given choices,     responsibilities and opportunities to initiate and 
pursue their own learning. She also  believes in   encouraging children 
to become independent and to do more for themselves as they grow.  
 
Starting the year, our first goal is to ensure your child settles in and 
feels happy, safe and comfortable during their time with us. During 
the year we will be looking at different milestones, this may look at 
starting toileting, transitions from milk bottles to sippy cups, self-
feeding and  self-help skills. 
 

We value family input and recognise you are your child’s primary caregivers. We’d love to 
know what your child gets up to outside of day care and we welcome any photos, books, 
stories or suggestions. We have an open door policy and families are welcome to pop in any 
time. We host community events throughout the year including Easter, Mother’s Day, Fa-
ther’s Day and Christmas gatherings which is a terrific opportunity to get to know how your 
child spends their days and the staff who take care of them. 

 
Thank you for entrusting your child into our care and we look forward to sharing this next 
stage of your child’s life with you. 

 
Miss Josana and Miss Belmira 



 

Junior Kindy Column! 
Yaama (Hello and Welcome in Gameroi)!  
 

Happy New Year and Welcome Junior Kindies and Families 
to 2020! We hope that you had an amazing Christmas and 
New Year. We would like to take this opportunity to wel-
come      everyone to Little Ducks and we hope that you are 
ready for an exciting fun filled year. 
 
The Junior Kindy Room will have 3 highly Trained and dedi-
cated Educators, Ms Melissa, Ms Nabia and Ms Sawsan, 
supporting each child throughout the year. In the room. We 
will teach the importance of  Independence, self-help, toilet training, social interactions and             
communication to help children grow into happy and confident  individuals. We also place a 
strong emphasis in learning Aboriginal culture and embracing diversity in our curriculum.  
 

To begin the year, we will engage the children’s interest in our  construction area and home 
corner. The children expand and extend their dispositions of learning such as imagination, 
problem solving, curiosity and perseverance as they connect train tracks or engage in imagina-
tive play. Some of the children were also busy challenging their fine motor and   sensory capa-
bilities as they engage in manipulating scissors and connector cubes while making friends and 
practicing their sharing and turn taking skills.  
 
In the next few months, we will focus on building relationships with  children and their fami-
lies through exploring each child’s interest and  collaborating with families. We will organise 
small group experiences to develop the  children’s sense of belonging and connection to their 
new environment. We are also asking each family to share with us their family photos (you 
can email the photo or bring the photo to the centre) that we can display in our family area. 
This can help children build their understanding that their new environment is a safe place to 
learn, explore and have fun. 
 
Please remember that it is very important to label all your children’s  belongings such as bags, 
bed sheets, clothing, footwear, bottle/drink bottle, hat, lunch box, food containers, etc. Im-
portant information about the room can be found in the Storypark-Welcome to Junior Kindy. 
 
We all look forward to starting this journey with you and your child and please do not hesitate 

to ask us if you have any questions at any time. 

 

Miss Melissa, Miss Nabia and Miss 

Sawsan 



Hello Kindergarten Families 

The end of the year has come upon us so quickly 
that it is hard to believe that very soon we will be 
wishing in the new year. 
Children from Junior Kindy began transitioning into 
the Kindergarten Room at the end of 2019 to help 
them have the opportunity to become familiar with 
the environment and staff.  They explored the      
dinosaur puzzles, home corner, dress up areas and construction materials. 
The Kindergarten Program will officially begin at the start of the school term, from 
Tuesday 29th January with Miss Natasha and Miss Gabrielle. We will be holding an 
Information Session in February, but will we notify you of an official date. 
The focus of the program is to help children develop their independence, resilience, 
oral language and emotional preparedness for Prep.  We develop the children’s     
independence by encouraging them to put away their own belongings throughout 
the day, allowing their agency in their experiences and developing self help skills such 
as using tissues and organising resources for the play. 
Resilience describes a child’s ability to effectively manage a challenging experience.  
As part of the program we encourage children to effectively manage challenging    
experiences.  We develop their confidence and self esteem by encouraging them to 
express themselves in different ways. We develop their ability to problem solve 
through a challenge by modelling language and actions. 
Oral language is an important building block to reading comprehension in later 
schooling.  It encompasses vocabulary, phonic awareness, narrative, questioning and 
concepts of print (ie title page, pictures relating to images).  Letter and number 
games help the children become more familiar with letters and sounds.  Reading is a 
daily activity, either as a whole or smaller groups and we expose the children to a 
range of texts. Questioning skills are developed through modelling and general     
conversation.   

As we are a community of learners, part of our program is to 
develop the children’s ability to interact with each other in an 
socially acceptable manner.  At the beginning of the program 
we will establish a set of guidelines with the children, as well 
as introduce strategies to help them resolve conflicts. 
STEM ways of working encourage children to be curious,      
develop their questioning skills as well as their creative and 
critical thinking.  We use the children’s interests to start       
exploring a topic in more detail and expanding their 
knowledge through experiments, practical demonstrations and 
research. 

 

Kindy Catch Up! 



During the term, we have outside providers providing   
programs for the children.  On Tuesdays we have French 
lessons with Playfrog.   On Thursday the children learn 
how to play chess with Chessmates to help develop their 
fair play and social skills. Each fortnight we receive a new 
loan from the Queensland Museum, providing the children 
with great resources to explore and learn more from.  
Throughout the year, we also have a number of incursions 

covering different cultural or developmental topics. 
Our first term focus will be on establishing the room routines and expectations with 
the children.  We will be getting to know the children, exploring their different       
cultural backgrounds and family. We will be asking you to help us set a goal for your 
child at the beginning of the term, to help us program relevant and developmentally 
appropriate experiences for your child. 
Food will be an optional service provided from January 2020 and it is important that 
you notify us of any dietary requirements.  Weekly menus will be displayed. 
We would like to wish all of our families the very best for the New Year.  Miss         
Natasha will be on holiday in Japan during the last two weeks in January, but will   
return just prior to the start of the school term. 
 

Regards 
Miss Natasha, Miss Gabrielle 

  

 

Kindy Catch Up! 



 

Our Community ... 

Sustainability Corner! 
We have come to the end of 2019, which was filled with great experiences 
and learning through the sustainable and nature related opportunities we 
had upon us! 
It was beautiful observing children developing greater sense of               
connectedness and responsibility for their own environment, as we were 
able to explore the outside of our classrooms with curiosity and              
confidence. We discussed how we can take better care of own world, and 

what are the changes we need to undertake to foster a better future for all of us! 
In the beginning of November we held special activities in celebration of the National Outdoor    
Classroom day, starting with a beautiful collective picnic, as we heard the birds and saw butterflies 
going around. Throughout the day we were able to make our own cubby houses from scratch, have 
some water play and even go on a scavenger hunt! 
Over the last weeks, all of our rooms have been working really hard on making our own sustainable 
artwork pieces, as we were invited to display them at the Northey City Farm Summer Solstice in    
December. It is, without a doubt, an amazing way to finish such an awesome year! 
In 2020, we plan on further developing our partnership with the Northey Street City Farm. As we  
establish this important bond with our community, mutual learning is our main goal, and we plan on 
having visits from the farm's staff in incursions and special events, also having our educators at the 
farm, exploring further our opportunities for continuous professional development. 
Additionally, and with their support, we wish to expand our veggie patches in the centre, so children 
can actively learn from planting seeds to eating their own fruits and appreciating the flowery          
environment we aim on having! 
We also want to start the 'Nature Ambassadors' project, which will focus on having the older children 
as mentors to the younger ones in all of our sustainability projects, therefore motivating peer     
learning, relationships between the children and their connectedness to the environment. 
Wow, what a year! We can all say 2019 was amazing! Now, we can not wait for the exciting plans to 
come in 2020! 
 

 

Northey Street City Farm  

Sunday Markets  

Every Sunday from 6am to 11am at Northey Street City Farm,     
Windsor, Brisbane. 



 

 

Move and Groove 
 Ola! (Hello and Greetings in Portuguese Language) 
 

Welcome to the New Year Little Ducks Families. My name 
is Mr. Joao and I am taking over the Move and Groove 
from Miss Nabia. In the Kindergarten, as educator I 
worked with the children to strengthen their gross motor 
skills through physical activities such as Table Tennis,  
Soccer, Volleyball and Golf. For the first quarter we will 
continue to focus in the Stability Skills of the children.  
Stability skills are movements where the body remains in place (standing, sitting, 
kneeling or lying) and moves around its horizontal or vertical axis. These movements 
are stretching, bending, pulling and pushing. 
The children had a fantastic time engaging in the different stability movements last 
year. They showed coordination as they extended one or more joints of their body to 
perform a stretch. The stretching process is necessary to maintain and or/increase 
flexibility. Using the theory of Led Vygotsky I scaffold the children’s ability to bend 
through modelling and breaking the instructions into simple commands. The children 
were able to move in a hinge like manner at a joint where adjacent bone are joined. 
They were able to touch their toes while they were sitting or standing. 
Next month, we will work on pulling and pushing skills. Pulling is a stability movement 
skill that involves directing a force or object towards to the body. The pulling action 
usually starts from the hands and arms. Pushing is a stability movement skill that   
involves directing a force or object away from the body. For stability, the body’s    
centre of gravity needs to be low (bent knees) and the base of support needs to be 
broad (feet apart). 
Our Pilates Program focused on Moving Monkey. This program really focuses on body 

and spacial awareness and incorporates exercises that make their bodies feel good 

and freshen their mind and get them clear and focused. It is a fun interactive          

program. This activity assists in the development of strength in lower extremities 

which will aid function, biomechanics and balance. We make learning more engaging 

through incorporating imagination during the              

experience. The children were moving their bodies as 

superheroes, scissor, cats and frogs. 

I look forward to the rest of the year with Move and 

Groove.  

Mr Joao  



Healthy Habits! 
As your child moves from infancy to toddlerhood, their growth rate steadily slows down. Toddler’s 
food intake may also slow down, and combined with an increase in independence, they may start 
saying no to some foods and want to make their own choices. This is typical toddler behaviour, so 
don’t worry. Toddlers typically develop good signals for hunger and fullness and should be able to 
decide how much and, in fact, whether they want to eat at all 
Tips for developing healthy habits  

 Be a good role model and eat healthy, regular meals – your toddler will pick up good habits by 
watching you. Eating together provides a great opportunity for family bonding. 

 Make sure your toddler eats regularly with two to three snacks between meals. 

 Offer small serves and your toddler will ask for more if they are still hungry – don’t force them 
to eat if they don’t want to. 

 Avoid distractions like TV, toys or games during meal times. 

 Offer nutritious foods and change up the taste, texture, and appearance to add variety. 

 Allow your toddler to have some choice, but keep their choices simple by offering two or three 
healthy food options. 

 Avoid high sugar foods as this may reduce their appetite for healthier foods. 
Refusing to try new foods is common and these may need to be offered 10 times or more (every 
two to three days) before they are accepted.  
 
Healthy Snacks  

 Fresh fruit slices or canned fruits in natural juice 

 Rice cakes or pikelets with a thin spread of cream cheese or avocado 

 Sandwiches with natural peanut butter, ham and cheese or vegemite 

 Baked beans on toast 

 Soft vegetables like steamed sweet potatoes or carrot sticks 

 Fruit smoothie  
 
Most learning for babies and toddlers happens through play. Toddlers can become more familiar 
and comfortable with healthy food through play. Encourage exploration with these ideas: 

 Read your toddler books with bright pictures about eating and trying new foods. 

 Pretend play using home corner games, prepare meals for a teddy bear picnic, or pretend to 
do the grocery shopping. 

 Sensory play with foods outside of mealtimes, such as using hands to find toys in a bucket of 
rice. 

 Encourage supervised self-feeding with utensils or finger feeding – it can be a little messy but 
it’s an important part of learning. 

 
 

https://www.growinggoodhabits.health.qld.gov.au/recipe/banana-oat-and-berry-breakfast-smoothie/

